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Solar PV has risen rapidly in Japan over the last 6 years,  
but concerns regarding grid integration  
could raise the possibility of a renewables slow-down

Source (REI, BP, GWEC, METI), data for 2018 are preliminary, peak load data from 2017, 
Gvt plans 2030 represents current targets, RES 2030 forecasts from the RES sector (2017)
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Installed solar and wind capacities in Japan in 2010 and 2018. Projection for 2030 
according to the government plan and the forecast of RES sector Solar PV has risen rapidly over the last five 

years in Japan (55.5* GW installed capacity 
end of 2018), making the country one of the 
most dynamic PV markets outside of China.

Concerns over whether RES can be efficiently 
integrated into Japan’s power grid without 
endangering grid stability raised the possibility 
of renewables slow-down in the country. 

However, the annual share of VRES is still rather low 
(~7%) , especially low profile of wind (3.8GW), and 
governmental renewables targets for 2030 (22-24% 
RES, i.e. ~10% VRES) are significantly below 
international averages. 

In Kyushu and Shikoku islands, hourly VRES 
infeed already covered respectively 84% and 
79% of demand in summer (~ over 55% of 
hourly production)
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Source：経済産業省資源エネルギー庁「総合エネルギー統計」および「電力調査統計」(参照：2018/07/20)より作成 
　　　　　　　2018年のみ西暦年、『電力調査統計」（参照：2019/04/26）より自然エネルギー財団作製

Renewables temporarily supply 17.3% (2018) and  
more than 70% of the electricity demand in 7 out of 10 service 
areas across Japan ( Findings from data 1st Quarter of 2018)

Trends of Electricity Generation From Renewable Sources
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Renewables share in electricity generation may reach 20% soon (Gov’s target: 22-24% by 2030) 
Cost of solar generation halved in 5 years (2012-2017)

Kyushu area  
(15 m population): 
96% of the 
demand met by 
renewables 



Generation cost prediction in Japan by Bloomberg NEF 

Solar  
Cheapest source
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BNEF estimates PV would be the cheapest source of new electricity in early 20’s. 
Onshore wind would be cheaper than CCGT in early 20’s.   
A new REI study predictsRE cost is declining far below than Gov. assumption

REI’s cost assumption in 2030 



Interconnectors are usual business in some parts of the world

Asia Super Grid - the First Report

【Since 1910s】 
・1915 Denmark-Sweden Interconnection

・1920 Interconnection between France,

             Switzerland and Italia.


【After WWⅡ】 
・1951  UCPTE among 8 countries.

   (West-Germany, France, Italy and others)

・1963 

    NORDEL in Northern Europe

    UFIPTE by France, Spain and Portugal

　　

【Currently】 
  The region is divided into four   

  synchronous grids, Continental Europe, 

  Nordic, UK, and Baltic, and they are 

  connected asynchronously through 

  direct current transmission, so that 

  electricity trade can be conducted 

  among them. 



Lessons learnt from recent cases - cost for interconnectors are eco. feasible

Source：ASG Study Group Interim Report, 2017, REI

Asia Super Grid - the First Report



Source：ASG Study Group Interim Report, 2017, REI

Asia Super Grid - the First Report

International power grid in Asia in the GEI vision

Source: Official website of the international non-profit organization “Global 
Energy Interconnection Development and Cooperation Organization (GEIDCO)”

Korea Electric Power Corporation “Northeast Asia Interconnection Vision” 

Source: Hwan-Eik Cho, President of Korea Electric Power Corporation, lecture document 
September 9, 2016)



Asia Super Grid is a concept to maximize RE use in Asian region 

North East Asian countries are very close compare to European nations; Souya - Sakhaling 43km, Fukuoka-Busan 
200km.

Big consumption areas - economically very active areas  are close to each other.

Combining three countries, China, Korea and Japan, the biggest electricity market emerges.  Covers 75% of 
power generation and 77% of electricity consumption in Asia.

In Asian region, especially Mongolia, Russia and China, there are vast potential of renewables which can cover 
whole electricity consumption in the area.


Asia Super Grid - the First Report

Source：ASG Study Group Interim Report, 2017, REI



Asia Super Grid - the Second Report

Japan-Russia Japan-South Korea

Route Length Max. 
Depth Route Length Max. 

Depth

Sakhalin-
Kashiwazaki 1,255 km 300 m 　Busan-

Maizuru 627 km 200 m

Sakhalin-
Ishikari 455 km 300 m 　Busan-

Matsue 372 km 150 m

Sakhalin-
Wakkanai 161 km ≤ 100 m 　Busan-

Imari 226 km 120 m



The Cost estimation of interconnectors between Russia-Japan, Korea-Japan 

Source：ASG Study Group Second Report, 2018, REI

Asia Super Grid - the Second Report

Routes Specifications AC/DC 
converter Interconnector Domestic lines Total

R1: Sakhalin-Kashiwazaki Submarine cables 4 units JPY 430.5 bn. - $ 4.3 bn.

R2: Sakhalin-Ishikari-
Kashiwazaki Submarine cables 6 units JPY 196.1 bn. JPY 265.8 bn. $ 4.6 bn.

R3: Sakhalin-Wakkanai-
Ishikari-Kashiwazaki

Onshore; Overhead 
lines 6 units JPY 110.0 bn. JPY 463.0 bn. $ 5.7 bn. 

R4: Sakhalin-Ishikari-
Tomakomai-Fukushima

Onshore; 
Underground cables 6 units JPY 196.1 bn. JPY 330.3 bn. $ 5.3 bn.

Routes Specifications AC/DC 
converter Interconnector Domestic lines Total

K1: Busan-Maizuru Submarine cables 4 units JPY 246.5 bn. - $ 2.5 bn. 

K2: Busan-Matsue-Hino Matsue-Hino to be 
reinforced 4 units JPY 171.8 bn. 30.6 bn. JPY $ 2.0 bn.

K3: Busan-Imari/Oita-Ikata Submarine cables 8 units JPY 129.0 bn. 83.3 bn. JPY $ 2.1 bn. 



Source：ASG Study Group Second Report, 2018, REI

Asia Super Grid - the Second Report

Business model Contents Examples
1) Generators/
suppliers 
dedicated line 
model

Interconnector is laid as a part of a power supply project to 
specific customers or markets from specific generators or 
suppliers, and investment is carried out by power sales income.

Russia - China

Canada - US

2) Regulated grid 
tariff model

The construction and maintenance costs of the interconnector 
are regarded as the fully distributed costs (FDC) of the power 
transmission operators and all consumers in the business area 
will bear the transmission fee for the investment recovery.

Skagerrak 4

(Denmark - 
Norway)

3) Transmission 
rights sales model

The transmission operators sell the right to use the transmission 
line to power generators and/or retail electricity companies.

European markets,

North American 
markets (e.g. PJM)4) Congestion 

charge model

The transmission operators obtain the congestion charge which 
is calculated as “multiplication of wholesale price difference and 
actual transmitted electricity amount” as a revenue at the time of 
market segmentation in the interconnector between consolidated 
markets.

1. Business models for investment recovery and estimated results 
Based on the preceding studies including the Interim Report and researches in Europe/North America, the investment 
recovery method of interconnectors is classified into the following four types or combinations of them.



Set value of FOB prices  5 yen /kWh  6 yen /kWh  7 yen /kWh  8 yen /kWh  9 yen /kWh

[K1] Busan-Maizuru (Electricity market: Kansai area; Construction cost: JPY 246.5 billion)

1 GW 4.0% to 13.8% -1.2% to 10.1% -7.8% to 6.6% Max. 3.5% Max. 0.7%

2 GW 15.3% to 29.7% 8.5% to 23.0% 2.4% to 17.3% -3.1% to 12.5% -9.5% to 8.5%

[K2] Busan-Matsue-Hino (Electricity market: Chugoku area; Construction cost: JPY 202.4 billion )

1 GW 6.8% to 17.4% 1.4% to 13.0% -4.5% to 9.2% -13.0% to 5.7% Max. 2.7%

2 GW 19.7% to 36.3% 11.8% to 28.2% 5.1% to 21.5% -0.4% to 15.8% -5.7% to 11.3%

[K3] Busan-Imari/Oita-Ikata (Electricity market: Kyushu area; Construction cost: JPY 212.3 billion)

1 GW 5.7% to 15.6% 0.3% to 11.5% -5.7% to 7.9% -16.6% to 4.7% Max. 1.7%

2 GW 17.9% to 33.0% 10.4% to 25.5% 4.0% to 19.3% -1.3% to 14.2% -6.9% to 9.9%

1. Business models for investment recovery and estimated results 
1) Generators/suppliers dedicated line model: Japan-South Korea route

Assumptions
*Set the electricity generation cost as X 
(JPY/kWh), transmission cost as Y (JPY/
kWh). The total of X + Y (JPY/kWh) would bid 
into JEPX as FOB price. The investment for 
the construction cost (JPY Z billion) will be 
recovered by the difference between the 
JEPX system price and FOB price. System 
price data of Japanese connection point in 
2016 and 2017 are used as JEPX’s system 
price data.

Table 12: Japan-South Korea route: Estimated results of Generators/suppliers dedicated line model (Unit: IRR%) 　

　Payback period 　25 years
　O&M ratio 　1 - 3% of initial investment cost
　Supplied power 　Minimum: 1 GW; Maximum: 2 GW
　JEPX price 　For each year of 2016 and 2017 (every 30 minutes)
　Set value of FOB prices 　JPY 5-9 /kWh (every 1 yen )

*In the red frames, the IRR median value is positive.

Source：ASG Study Group Second Report, 2018, REI

Asia Super Grid - the Second Report



Set value of grid tariff Billing area 
(Power demand)

0.06 yen /
kWh

0.07 yen /
kWh

0.08 yen /
kWh

0.09 yen /
kWh

0.10 yen /
kWh

[R1] Sakhalin-Kashiwazaki 
(Construction cost: JPY 430.5 billion)

Tokyo Electric Power 
Company area

(289.9 TWh)

1.9% to 5.0% 4.0 to 6.8% 5.9 to 8.5% 7.7 to 10.1% 9.3 to 11.7%

[R2] Sakhalin-Ishikari-Kashiwazaki 
(Construction cost: JPY 461.9 billion)

-5.5% to 
-0.4% -3.1 to 1.1% -1.3 to 2.4% 0.3 to 3.7% 1.7 to 4.8%

[R3] Sakhalin-Wakkanai-Ishikari-Kashiwazaki 
(Construction cost: JPY 573.0 billion) -13.6 to -3.7% -9.1 to -2.3% -6.5 to -1.0% -4.6 to 0.1% -3.1 to 1.1%

[R4] Sakhalin-Ishikari-Tomakomai-Fukushima 
(Construction cost: JPY 526.4 billion) -8.4 to -2.0% -5.6 to -0.5% -3.6 to 0.8% -1.9 to 1.9% -0.5 to 3.0%

1. Business models for investment  
recovery and estimated results 
2) Regulated grid tariff model:  

Japan-Russia route 

and Japan-South Korea route

Payback period 25 years
O&M ratio 1 - 3% of initial investment cost
Set value of grid tariff 0.06 - 0.10 JPY/(every 0.01 JPY)
Japan’s share of defrayment 50% of interconnector and 100% of lines in Japan

Power demand

Tokyo Electric Power area 289.9 TWh
Kansai Electric Power area 148.6 TWh
Chugoku Electric Power area 60.2 TWh
Kyushu Electric Power area 85.7 TWh

Set value of grid tariff Billing area 
(Power demand)

0.06 yen /
kWh

0.07 yen /
kWh

0.08 yen /
kWh

0.09 yen /
kWh

0.10 yen /
kWh

[K1] Busan-Maizuru 
(Construction cost: JPY 246.5 billion)

Kansai Electric Power 
Company area

(148.6 TWh)
0.4 to 3.8% 2.5 to 5.5% 4.4 to 7.1% 6.0 to 8.6% 7.6 to 10.0%

[K2] Busan-Matsue-Hino 
(Construction cost: JPY 202.4 billion)

Chugoku Electric Power 
Company area

(60.2 TWh)
-18.9 to -4.4% -11.1 to -3.0% -8.0 to -1.8% -5.9 to -0.7% -4.2 to 0.3%

[K3] Busan-Imari/Oita-Ikata  
(Construction cost: JPY 212.3 billion)

Kyushu Electric Power 
Company area

(85.7 TWh)
-12.3 to -3.4% -8.4 to -2.0% -5.9 to -0.7% -4.1 to 0.4% -2.6 to 1.5%

Assumptions

Table 14: Japan-Russia route: Estimated results of regulated grid tariff model (Unit: IRR%)

Table 15: Japan-South Korea route: Estimated results of regulated grid tariff model (Unit: IRR%)

*In the red frames, the IRR median value is positive.
Source：ASG Study Group Second Report, 2018, REI

Asia Super Grid - the Second Report



Set value of annual average  
transmission right prices 0.2 yen /kWh 0.4 yen /kWh 0.6 yen /kWh 0.8 yen /kWh 1.0 yen /kWh

[R1] Sakhalin-Kashiwazaki 
(Construction cost: 430.5 billion JPY) Max. -11.0% -15.1 to -4.0% -5.1 to 0.2% -1.0 to 2.6% 2.0 to 5.1%

[R2] Sakhalin-Ishikari-Kashiwazaki 
(Construction cost: 461.9 billion JPY) Max. -12.0% Max. -4.6% -6.3 to 0.9% -1.9 to 1.9% 1.1 to 4.3%

[R3] Sakhalin-Wakkanai-Ishikari-Kashiwazaki 
(Construction cost: 573.0 billion JPY) Max. -15.7% Max. -6.7% -10.7 to -2.9% -5.1 to -0.2% -1.8 to 2.0%

[R4] Sakhalin-Ishikari-Tomakomai-Fukushima 
(Construction cost: 526.4 billion JPY) Max. -14.0% Max. -5.9% -8.7 to -2.1% -3.8 to 0.6% -0.7 to 2.9%

Set value of annual average  
transmission right prices 0.2 yen /kWh 0.4 yen /kWh 0.6 yen /kWh 0.8 yen /kWh 1.0 yen /kWh

[K1] Busan-Maizuru 
(Construction cost: 246.5 billion JPY) Max. -5.2% -2.9 to 1.3% 2.7 to 5.6% 6.7 to 9.2% 10.2 to 12.5%

[K2] Busan-Matsue-Hino 
(Construction cost: 202.4 billion JPY) -12.5 to -3.4% -0.1 to 3.3% 5.4 to 8.0% 9.8 to 12.1% 13.7 to 15.9%

[K3] Busan-Imari/Oita-Ikata  
(Construction cost: 212.3 billion JPY) -14.4 to -3.9% -0.8 to 2.8% 4.7 to 7.4% 9.0 to 11.4% 12.8 to 15.0%

Table 16: Japan-Russia route: Estimated results of transmission right sales models (Unit: IRR%) 　

Payback period 25 years
O&M ratio 1 - 3% of initial investment cost
Amount of transmission right 2 GW per one-way
Set value of annual average transmission 
right prices 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 yen/kWh

Table 17: Japan-South Korea route: Estimated results of transmission right selling models (Unit: IRR%) 　

1. Business models for investment  
recovery and estimated results 
3) Transmission rights sales model:  

Japan-Russia route and Japan-South Korea 
route

*In the red frames, the IRR median value is positive. Source：ASG Study Group Second Report, 2018, REI

Asia Super Grid - the Second Report

Assumptions



South Korea Japan

Power flow

Electricity flows from lower-priced market to 
higher-priced market.


Amount of income;

|a - b| JPY/kWh ☓ 2 GW

JPY a /kWh JPY b /kWh

1. Business models for investment recovery and estimated results 
4) Congestion charge model for Japan-South Korea interconnector 
The transmission operators obtain the congestion charge which is calculated as 
“multiplication of wholesale price difference and actual transmitted electricity amount” as a 
revenue at the time of market splitting in the interconnector between markets.

Source：ASG Study Group Second Report, 2018, REI

Asia Super Grid - the Second Report



1. Business models for investment recovery and estimated results 
4) Congestion charge model for Japan-South Korea interconnector 
Typical examples of Japanese and South Korean system prices in both day-ahead markets

Source：ASG Study Group Second Report, 2018, REI

Asia Super Grid - the Second Report



Capacity factor Japanese side  
market 50% 75% 100%

[K1] Busan-Maizuru 
(Construction cost: JPY 246.5 billion )

JEPX 
Kansai area 0.0 - 5.1% 5.5 - 10.2% 9.9 - 14.8%

[K2] Busan-Matsue-Hino 
(Construction cost: JPY 202.4 billion )

JEPX 
Chugoku area 2.6 - 7.4% 8.5 - 13.2% 13.4 - 18.5%

[K3] Busan-Imari/Oita-Ikata 
(Construction cost: JPY 212.3 billion )

JEPX 
Kyushu area 2.3 - 6.9% 8.1 - 12.5% 12.9 - 17.6%

Table 18: Japan-South Korea route: Estimated results of congestion charge model (Unit: IRR%) 　

Payback period 25 years
O&M ratio 1 - 3% of initial investment cost
Annual average capacity factor 50%, 75%, 100%
Exchange conversion Middle rate of the day prior to trading day
JEPX price Each year of 2016 and 2017 (every 30 minutes)
Market prices in other 
countries System prices at the same time on the same day of JEPX

1. Business models for investment recovery and estimated results 
4) Congestion charge model for Japan-South Korea interconnector

Assumptions

*In the red frames, the IRR median value is positive.
Source：ASG Study Group Second Report, 2018, REI

Asia Super Grid - the Second Report



Four business models for interconnectors investment recovery estimated: 

1) The low priced electricity is the key to recover the investments in interconnectors in the case of 
"generators/suppliers dedicated line model -selling electricity model“ to procure electricity from 
overseas power plants or suppliers and sell it in Japan.


• the impact on the profitability could be significant by the power procurement prices and by the 
Japanese market frameworks. 

2) The consumers would pay less than 1% of current electricity tariff to recover the investments by 
existing incumbent utilities through grid tariff, in the case of "regulated grid tariff model"


3)  It is uncertain whether investments can be recovered due to difficulty in forecasting the 
appropriate transmission price, in the case of "transmission right sales model" that sells 
transmission rights of interconnector to power producers or retailers for recovery of investments.


4) Investment can be recovered even with a relatively low capacity factor, in the case of “congestion 
charge model,” which market price differences in the consolidated market are the revenues,.


• careful discussions should be conducted to adopt the congestion revenue income model by 
transmission system operators, market managers and governments including regulatory agencies, 
as the wholesale electricity trading price of the two countries approaches equilibrium and the 
profitability changes due to changes in the system.

1. Business models for investment recovery and estimated results: Conclusion

Source：ASG Study Group Second Report, 2018, REI

Asia Super Grid - the Second Report



Renewable energy growth and the need for interconnectors　
Renewable energy in Northeast Asia continues to expand. The situations in South Korea, China and Japan can be 
summarized as follows. 
South Korea: Under the Moon Jae-in administration, which has committed to phasing out nuclear and coal-fired power, South 
Korea is promoting maximum expansion of renewable energy at the level of national energy policy with the expectation that 
International Grid Connection will be utilized. In the country’s 3rd Energy Master Plan (June 2019), it set a new target of raising 
the country’s renewable energy ratio to 30-35% by 2040. 
China: Installed capacity for renewable energy in China at the end of 2018 increased 12% year-on-year to 729 GW, 
accounting for roughly 38.4% of the total. Its total electricity generation increased 169 TWh to 1,867 TWh, or 26.7% of the total. 
The key 2020 targets for renewable energy deployment set by the Chinese government in 2018 have either been met or nearly 
met. The State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) is currently constructing and operating a long-distance, ultra-high voltage 
transmission line project over 32,000 kilometers in 22 projects in preparation for further large-scale deployment.

Recent developments in Northeast Asia and Japan

Table 1: China’s renewable energy deployment targets and results

19Source: Partially adapted by Renewable Energy Institute from SGCC (2019)

Figure 1: China SGCC’s domestic ultra-high voltage transmission project

Source: Renewable Energy Institute based on National Development and Reform Commission 
and National Energy Administration (2016a, 2016b), and National Energy Administration (2019)

Asia Super Grid - the Third Report



Recent developments in Northeast Asia and Japan
Renewable energy growth and the need for interconnectors　
Japan: Installed capacity in 2018 included 6.5 GW of solar PV, for a cumulative total of 55.5 GW, and 261 MW of wind power, for 
a total of 3.6 GW (IRENA, 2019b). Growth in onshore wind installations has slowed, but with the Renewable Energy Sea Area 
Utilization Act (Act of Promoting Utilization of Sea Areas in Development of Power Generation Facilities Using Maritime 
Renewable Energy Resources) going into effect on April 1, 2019, Japan is poised to move forward with further deployment of 
offshore wind power, with related power grids expected to be enhanced and onshore wind power to expand. Within Japan’s 
regional service areas, there are time periods when renewable energy’s share of the power supply temporarily rises to a high level

Figure 2: Largest hourly renewable energy shares and time slots that were recorded in service areas across Japan 
(FY2018) 

20
Source: Renewable Energy Institute based on data released by the general electricity transmission and distribution utilities

Asia Super Grid - the Third Report



Changing political situation of Korean Peninsula and 
specific discussion of interconnectors

With the political situation on the Korean Peninsula improving, 
there have been multiple summits between the leaders of the 
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea) and 
South Korea, and the two countries have agreed to cooperate 
economically. 
For the South Korean government, the economic integration of 
the Korean Peninsula is a first step toward securing direct 
routes with China and Russia and accessing a major economic 
zone.  
Regarding energy cooperation in particular, there are 
substantial expectations for development and expansion of 
renewable energy and construction of interconnectors.   
As this dialogue on economic cooperation deepens, 
construction plans for an international submarine transmission 
route between China and South Korea are expected to 
accelerate.

Figure 3: Moon Administration plan

21

Source: Extracted from the Ministry of Unification (n.d., p. 24)

Recent developments in Northeast Asia and Japan

Asia Super Grid - the Third Report



スペイン

22

 (TWh)

Source: Renewable Energy Institute based on IEA (2018), IEA (2019a), IEA (2019b)

Figure 7: Electricity exports and imports in the UK and Spain

Asia Super Grid - the Third Report
International grid initiatives in the UK and Spain
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Table 4: Examples of cost-benefit analysis for international grid connections

Source: Renewable Energy Institute based on ENTSO-E (2018), Ofgem (2017), ACE, et al. (2018)

Cost-benefit analysis of international grid connections
Asia Super Grid - the Third Report

Approaches to the benefits of international grid connections 
1)  Characteristics of benefit analysis for international grid connections 

• Differences in how benefits are set in cost-benefit analysis between domestic inter-connections and International Grid Connections 
(interconnectors): 
[Domestic inter-connections]  Debate centers on increasing economic performance (increasing social welfare) 
[International Grid Connection (interconnectors)] Broad range of items are set, not just economic performance. 

➢ Economic benefits increase for connected regions and the country overall, but the benefits and drawbacks differ depending on the region and 
country, so multiple benefit items are set and discussions are comprehensive. 

➢ Cost-benefit analysis is utilized to discuss general future prospects, such as what situation would be most deficit for the overall region subject 
to the analysis from a medium/long-term perspective (after 2030, for example).

2)  Prior cost-benefit analyses 
• Summary and comparison of benefit items in three examples of cost-benefit analysis for International Grid Connection published since 2017 

(Table 4). 
• In all three cases, expansion of renewable energy and integration of energy markets (establishment of international grid connections), as a 

climate change policy, are included in assessment items, and region-specific phenomena are also considered.



How interconnectors generate benefits 
1)  Viewing a phenomenon flow chart 

• A flow chart summarizing the general phenomena that can be thought to occur when an interconnector is built between 
Country A and Country B, with reference made to benefit items in preceding studies conducted in other countries. 

• Horizontal axis (three timeframes): Short term (phenomena assumed to occur simultaneous with interconnector 
construction); Short-to-medium term (phenomena expected to occur within several years of construction); Medium-long 
term (phenomena that could occur after a certain period of time). 

• Arrow (→): When a phenomenon causes another phenomenon; Dotted line ( . . . ): Essentially, the same phenomenon 
viewed from a different perspective. 

• Phenomena: Divided into two categories (phenomena themselves explained on the next pages) 
➢ Physical phenomenon: Impact brought or developed directly by the power system and interconnector.  
➢ Economic phenomenon: Impact brought or developed by the interconnector.

2)  Economic phenomena 
• Electricity transactions through an interconnector would create an inter-regional, cross-border merit order. As a result, 

electricity charges can be lowered and the competitiveness of renewables potentially increases. 
• Power plants with high costs due to fuel costs, etc. will have a new incentive to reduce costs, but if high-cost plants fail to 

do so, it can be assumed they will shut down and a shift will take place to deployment of lower cost power plants. 
3)  Physical and other phenomena

• Building an emergency interchange measures system from outside the area would foster mutual understanding and trust 
regarding power system planning and operation technologies. As an extension of this, there is the potential for sharing 
power reserve through the interconnector. 

• Other phenomena are those that are not caused by the interconnector alone but have the potential to develop as a result 
of the interconnector, either in terms of further quantitative expansion or shorter time periods, when there are certain other 
external factors. Increased industry competitiveness and an increased electrification rate are examples. 

24

Cost-benefit analysis of international grid connections

Asia Super Grid - the Third Report



Figure 11: Phenomenon flow for interconnector between Country A and Country B

25
Source: Renewable Energy Institute.

Asia Super Grid - the Third Report
Cost-benefit analysis of international grid connections



Table 5: Explanation of phenomena for interconnector between Country A and Country B

Source: Renewable Energy Institute based on ENTSO-E (2018), Ofgem (2017), ACE, et al. (2018)
26

Asia Super Grid - the Third Report
Cost-benefit analysis of international grid connections



Figure 12: Three possible routes for Japan-South Korea interconnection from the Asia  
International Grid Connection Study Group Second Report, and China-South Korea interconnector 
route

Analysis of the benefits of a Japan-South Korea interconnector 
1)  Consideration of the phenomenon flow for a proposed specific route  

• Of the four Japan-Russia interconnector routes and three Japan-South Korea routes considered in the Second Report, one route (K3 route) 
was selected for the sake of expedience, and the specific benefits assumed to result from the interconnector were considered.  

• However, this does not mean that Japan-South Korea route candidates have been narrowed down; the same considerations could be made for 
the other routes as well. The K3 route was selected as an example in light of the following three points: 1) it is related to accelerated 
deployment of renewable energy in South Korea, 2) mutual transactions are possible because South Korea has a wholesale electricity market, 
and 3) it can be considered in connection with curtailment in the Kyushu service area. 

• In making considerations, discussions were conducted on the premise that a China-South Korea interconnector has already been built.  
• The considerations resulted in identifying the following three types of phenomena as specific to the K3 route: 1) phenomena connected with 

electricity flows from South Korea to Japan, 2) phenomena connected with electricity flows from Japan to South Korea, and 3) phenomena 
related to emergency interchange measures from outside the area.

Source: Renewable Energy Institute.  27
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Figure 13: Phenomenon flow with construction of Japan-South Korea interconnector-K3 Route
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Figure 14: Electric power flows in South 
Korea

Figure 15: Map of average daily solar radiation in South Korea (left) 
and　meteorological map of wind speeds in South Korea (right)

Analysis of the benefits of a Japan-South Korea interconnector 
2)  Phenomenon 1 specific to a Japan-South Korea interconnector-K3 Route (Expansion of renewable energy in South Korea)

• It was suggested that when electricity flows from South Korea to Japan, there is the potential for expansion of renewable energy in South 
Korea domestically. 

• This is related to electricity flows within South Korea. Within the country, electricity mainly flows from the southern region, where there are 
many power sources, to the northern region (toward Seoul), where demand is largest. Solar PV and wind power potential are concentrated in 
the southern region, but domestic south-north transmission routes are limited and transmission capacity does not have adequate availability, 
so to expand deployment of renewable energy, it is necessary to create available capacity on south-north transmission line. Electricity flows 
from South Korea to Japan on the K3 route have the potential to create this availability.

Source: Partially adapted by  
Renewable Energy Institute from Khan, et al. (2013, p.969), Figure 15

Source: M. H. Alsharif, et al. (2018). Figures 4 and 11.
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Analysis of the benefits of a Japan-South Korea interconnector 
3)  Phenomenon 2 specific to a Japan-South Korea interconnector -K3 Route (reduced curtailment in Kyushu area)

• When electricity flows from Japan to South Korea, on the K3 route, surplus electricity is sent to South Korea and this could potentially help 
reduce curtailment in the Kyushu service area. This is brought about by wholesale electricity prices in Japan during curtailment timeslots 
dropping lower than prices in South Korea. 

4)  Phenomenon 3 specific to a Japan-South Korea interconnector -K3 Route (establishment of an emergency interchange 
system)

• A simulation was conducted based on a 2 GW-class accident (Case 6 of Figure 16) and margin during peak demand in Japan and South 
Korea in the summer of 2018, and how the accident would impact the other country was considered. 

• If current reserve margin is maintained, it was suggested that the impact of the interconnector on the other country would be limited. Also, 
when an accident of 2 GW or more occurs, it was suggested there is the possibility of emergency interchange through the interconnector (Table 
6).

Figure 16: Accident scenarios Table 6:  
Consideration of responses to accidents occurring related to 
the K3 Route

30Source: Renewable Energy Institute.
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Analysis of the benefits of a Japan-South Korea interconnector 
5)  Summary
Results of discusisons on interconnectors in general (when an interconnector connects Country A and Country) 

• Physical phenomena in the short-to-medium-term timeframe include establishment of an emergency interchange system, 
reduced transmission loss, and impact on nature, ecosystems, and scenery. 

• Economic phenomena in the short-to-medium-term timeframe include realization of a cross-border, wider area merit order, 
reduced amount of curtailment, and increased power source options available to both markets. Cross-regional merit order 
has been evaluated in prior studies as a social welfare. 

Results of discussions on the K3 route 
• If there are electricity flows from South Korea to Japan after construction of the China-South Korea interconnector, there is 

the potential for a certain amount of capacity surplus to occur on south-north transmission lines in South Korea and this 
would contribute to expansion of renewable energies such as solar PV and wind power in the southern part of the country. 

• If power flows from Japan to South Korea in hours when wholesale electricity prices in Japan are inexpensive, it would 
potentially reduce the amount of curtailment in the Kyushu area and depending on the system also reduce FiT surcharge 
tariffs. 

• Regarding establishment of an emergency interchange system through an interconnector, if there are power source 
stoppage accidents on the scale of 2 GW or an accident on an interconnector, it would be covered by reserve margin within 
the area, the amount of emergency transmission on an interconnector and cross-regional transmission lines would not be 
affected. However, if reserve margin is diminished in the future or a power plant larger than around 2 GW shuts down due to 
an accident, emergency interchange would be effective, and an interconnector would be useful as a means to more flexibly 
responding to the accident.

31
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Table 7: Findings of benefit incidence evaluation (qualitative) for the K3 
Route

Section 4: Stakeholder analysis for a Japan-South Korea interconnector 
1)  Organizing phenomena with benefit incidence table

• A qualitative assessment of benefits and deficits was conducted using a benefit incidence table* to show how each 
phenomenon (1 to 18) in the phenomenon flow for the K3 route considered in Figure 13 would impact stakeholders (Table 7).

Source: Renewable Energy Institute. 32

(*) Benefit incidence tables organize the 
benefits to stakeholders of public works 
investment on a benefit-by-benefit basis 
(Morisugi, et al., 1988).
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Stakeholder analysis for a Japan-South Korea interconnector 
2)  Summary 

• Stakeholders that would be negatively impacted over the short-to-medium term by a Japan-South 
Korea interconnector include power producers and residents living in areas where facilities would 
be built.  

• Among these, power producers operating with high cost power plants would need to convert their 
business. And even low cost producers would be subject to more pressure to further reduce 
costs. Accordingly, power producers will have to transit to generating technologies that further 
lower costs overall, and in some cases invest in and enter new business areas like the 
interconnector business. 

• For people living where transmission lines and renewable power plants would be built, the 
facilities may have some impact on scenery and ecosystems, but existing thermal power plants 
would shut down, which would bring the benefit of reduced air pollutants like NOx, SOx, and 
particulate matter (PM). Based on these factors, when facilities are to be established, it will be 
important to take considerations based on a process that includes environmental assessments. 

• Regarding stakeholders other than power producers and people living near the facilities, 
interconnectors generate many phenomena that are generally positive. Accordingly, in promoting 
interconnectors, it is important to have a sufficient understanding of stakeholders negatively 
affected and to take proactive initiatives with respect to stakeholders on whom the impact is 
positive.

33
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Summary of how environmental value handled when electricity traded via international transmission 
1)  National emission calculations

• GHG emissions of each country calculated and reported based on IPCC Guidelines. 
• Emissions from the electricity generation sector counted are only those emitted from burning fuel in one's own country. 
• Emissions from thermal power plants in Country A counted in full as the emissions of Country A even if the electricity is 

sent to Country B by international transmission and consumed in Country B. They are not counted as the emissions of 
Country B. 

[Specific Example] 
➢ Sweden report: Low emissions in 2003 when lower electricity generation from hydropower was supplemented primarily 

with imports, and high emissions in 1996 when supplemented with domestic oil-fired thermal power. 
➢ Denmark report: Carbon dioxide emissions increase in years with high exports and decrease in years with high imports. 
➢ In the emissions reports of both countries, carbon dioxide from coal-fired power exported from Denmark to Sweden is 

counted as the emissions of Denmark and not included in Sweden’s emissions, in accordance with the IPCC Inventory 
Guideline. 

2)  Corporate emission calculations 
• When corporate emissions are calculated, the de facto international standard is the standards and guidance in the 

Greenhouse Gas Protocol. 
• The GHG Protocol Scope 2 Guidance stipulates two methods for calculating emissions from consumption of electricity 

acquired or purchased from another entity. 
• Market standard: Calculated with emissions factors for electricity the company has purposefully chosen 
• Location standard: Calculated with the average emissions intensity of grids on which energy consumption occurs (covers 

a location). 
• For CDP, SBT, RE100 and other programs, effectively, companies must calculate their emissions with the market 

standard. 
• Example of method for calculating emissions factors with the market standard: Green Power Certificates, EU Guarantees 

of Origin, power purchase agreements (PPA), etc. 
　[Summary]　 
　　In current international electricity transactions, when Company X in Country A concludes a contract with Power Provider Y 
in Country B and purchases renewable power from Country B, the emissions of Company X are reduced.
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Section 1: The concept of energy security in the fossil fuel era
• Generally, in Europe and elsewhere, international grid connections are thought to contribute to energy security. 
 → “It positively affects supply stability from the standpoint of reserve capacity and also increases energy self-sufficiency 

because it helps mitigate the effects of output fluctuations from renewable power.” 
•  In Japan, due to a lack of experience with international transmission, security concern is sometimes voiced that exports 

from neighboring countries could be arbitrarily suspended.　
 → “Electricity exports being suspended for political reasons would not present much of a problem at all for Japan.” 

1)  Energy security and three risks: Fossil fuels characterized by uneven geographical distribution (oil in particular)
Definition=Energy security refers to being able to secure energy in the ‘quantity’ necessary for people’s lives, economic and 
social activities, and national defense at affordable ‘prices.’ 

1. Geopolitical risk: When fossil fuels are imported, etc., it is affected by the political stability in the region and diplomatic 
relations. 

    → This is especially important for Japan, which is highly reliant on imports; the diplomatic involvement of the government 
is indispensable. 

2. Geological risk: Fossil fuels are a depletable resource; they will be gone some day. Geographic distribution is uneven 
and there are major price fluctuations. 

    → There are various policies that address this, like oil field development domestically and overseas (and support for it), 
but renewable energy development is the fundamental measureas a purely domestic source. 

3. Domestic supply system risk: : Risk of power outages, etc. depending on domestic supply infrastructure, level of 
operations technology, ability to respond to natural disasters, etc. 
 → Wholly the responsibility of providers. 

2)  Fossil fuel security and the oil crisis
• Energy security as a concept has basically been a problem of fossil fuels. Oil in particular is concentrated in the Middle 

East, and geopolitical risk is high, so of these three risks, it was given highest priority. 
• The oil crises of the 1970s are the typical example: Arab countries raised oil prices and restricted exports. The economic 

systems in developed countries were thrown into turmoil, and they responded by stockpiling and establishing the IEA. 
• Thereafter, supply sources diversified and international market transactions increased, and because of this restrictions on 

exports to developed countries disappeared. 35

International grid connections and energy security
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Figure 18: Dependence on natural gas imports from Russia

Note: “Dependence on Russia” is imports from Russia divided by total imports. Latvia, Estonia and Finland 
continue 100% dependence.


Source: Renewable Energy Institute based on IEA (2006, 2013, 2018, 2019)

The concept of energy security in the fossil fuel era

3)  Suspension of exports for political reasons
• In recent years in particular, Russia’s suspension 

of natural gas exports has been regarded as 
problematic: Ukraine has strongly criticized Russia 
for inappropriately suspending exports for political 
reasons in connection with its new pro-Europe 
administration. Russia argues that the act is 
retaliation for unpaid gas charges and tapping 
pipelines without permission and that rate hikes 
apply to other countries as well.  

• It has been pointed out that such an act, or threat, 
between Russia and major European countries did 
not even occur during the Cold War. 

• Merits of suspending exports: 
• Achieve political intentions through pressure 
• Drawbacks of suspending exports: 
• Reduced export revenue, international criticism 
• In reality, limited to asymmetrical national relations 

between Russia and the former Soviet states due 
to special historical circumstances (Figure 18) 

• How the risk is mitigated 
➢ Reduce reliance on imports from specific 

countries 
➢ Construct multiple pipelines and import from 

multiple countries 
➢ Transactions through the international market
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Electricity security and international grid connections

Table 8: Import rates by energy type and region (2016)

Figure 19: Electricity import and export rates of European countries (2016)

Note: Import rate = Electricity imports / electricity consumed Export rate = 
Electricity exports / electricity consumed 
Source: Renewable Energy Institute based on IEA (2019a)
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Note: Import rate = Imported amount / total area supply 
Source: Renewable Energy Institute based on IEA (2019a)

1)  Electricity characteristics and security
From an energy security standpoint, electricity differs from fossil fuels. 
1. Geopolitical risk: There is a fixed level of domestic supply, so the 

import ratio is not high (Table 8). Countries like Switzerland and 
Denmark with high import ratios are intermediary countries in 
electricity trading, so both their imports and exports are high (Figure 
19). Europe has conducted international market integration, so 
suspending exports for political reasons is inconceivable. Lithuania, 
a former Soviet state, is an exception and its import ratio is high at 
114%. 

2. Geological risk: When fossil fuels are imported as the power source, 
the risk is high even with electricity. Deployment of renewable 
energy in recent years is improving energy security. 

3. Supply system risk: Electricity is characterized by the fact that 
stable supply depends on operation of a transmission grid, it is 
difficult to store, and supply-demand balancing is important. With 
renewable energy, measures for output fluctuations are necessary.
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Electricity security and international grid connections 
2)  Contribution of international grid connections to energy security

• If diverse export/import routes are established premised on a certain level of domestic supply capability, reserve supply capacity is 
supplemented and benefits are generated from mutual reliance. 

• As a measure to address renewable energy output fluctuations, helps raise energy self-sufficiency. 
• With electricity, the effects of suspending exports for political reasons are limited, and the risk is extremely low. 
• Additional measures for reducing risk: Multiple interconnectors with multiple countries, limited import ratio, integration with 

international market, conclusion of international agreements. 
• If Japan builds a 2 GW interconnector, it is only 1.1% of peak demand and only 10.4% in the Kyushu Electric Power service area. 

3)  Electricity export suspension and emergency interchange examples 
1. 1976: Exports suspended between Uganda and Kenya 

• Uganda’s military government suspended electricity exports to Kenya, which accounted for 15-20% of Kenya’s supply, due to a 
territorial dispute. 

• Relations between the two countries improved, the Eastern Africa Power Pool was formed (an international electricity market in 
the East Africa region established in 2005), and the countries both trade electricity through it. 

2. 2017: Exports suspended within Ukraine to Eastern Ukraine 
• Ukraine’s TSO suspended supply to the Donbass in the eastern part of the country on the grounds of unpaid electricity charges. 
• This can be viewed as an act of retaliation against pro-Russia separatists. It was an act to check Russia in a de facto war 

situation. 
3. Emergency interchange in France during tight electricity supply-demand conditions 

• 2012: As a result of record-high heating demand caused by severe winter weather, electricity supply-demand tightened and 8.3 
GW was imported from all surrounding countries. 

• 2016-2017: As a result of suspending nuclear power operations due to safety issues, imported a total of 1 TWh in January 2017 
alone. 

Conclusion 
• Suspending exports of electricity for political reasons is much less likely to occur than with fossil fuels. 
• It is limited to special cases like regions at war or between countries in an authoritarian system. Inconceivable that exports would be 

suspended to politically stable countries with large economies like Japan. 
• The benefits are far more numerous and include emergency interchange. 

38
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Electricity security and international grid connections 
4)  Addressing export suspension through international agreements

• General agreements related to trade and investment (WTO agreements/GATT, etc.) and Energy Charter Treaty severely 
limit import suspension and help facilitate electricity trade. 

• There are further examples of strict conditions being set in individual agreements (Table 9 on next page). 
• There are also various channels for dispute resolution (WTO Panel, investment arbitration, etc.). 
• There is a legal framework to minimize arbitrary export suspension. Export suspension cannot be entirely prevented by 

international agreements alone, but if Japan establishes this kind of legal framework even when it is building an 
interconnector, it would serve as a deterrent and potentially prevent disputes in advance.
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Table 9: Examples of electricity and energy agreements related to export suspension

40Source: Renewable Energy Institute based on various sources (provided below)
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Energy security and international gird connections in the era of renewable energy 
1)  Transformation of the concept of energy security

• It should be emphasized that the discussion to this point is based on the traditional conception of energy security in the 
fossil fuel era. 

• Fossil fuel era: There is a clear distinction between haves and have-nots, and the relationship is zero-sum. The concept is 
premised on unidirectional import of unevenly distributed fossil fuels, so it becomes important to defend sea lanes, and 
importers are at the mercy of fuel price fluctuations. 

• Renewable energy: it is found in large quantities in many countries. If domestically produced, it does not need to be 
transported, and except for biomass, fuel costs are zero, and because it is not depleted, resources do not need to be 
contested. Both geopolitical risk and geological risk are eliminated. 

• Major reduction in renewable energy costs in recent years and large-scale deployment, including in developing countries: 
China is strategically deploying renewable energy on a large scale for energy security reasons and has declared it will be 
building International Grid Connections a part of this. 

2)  Importance of international grid connections in the renewable energy era
• “A new world” is emerging that is not dependent on the scramble for fossil fuels.：IRENA(2019a) “A New World” 

• Plus-sum relationship in which all countries are haves and mutually exchange a portion of their electricity: With climate 
change a threat to all of humanity, international relations become mutually reliant. 

• Renewable energy is the most powerful means to this end, and the international grid connections that contribute to its 
deployment promote both the independence of individual countries and the formation of relationships of mutual reliance. 

• “The new threats” to energy security: the procurement of rare metals necessary to manufacture cutting-edge technologies 
related to solar panels and storage cells, and cyber attacks on international grid connections increasingly supported by 
information technologies (IRENA, 2019a). 

• Remaining supply system risk: In Europe, output fluctuations are being addressed by increasing the flexibility of the power 
system, and International Grid Connection is one means of doing this. 

• Japan, as a fossil fuel have-not, would benefit greatly.
41
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1)  Conclusions of the report
• International grid connections increase economic transactions of electricity through trade, contribute to supply stability 

through the sharing of reserve capacity, and promote deployment of renewable energy because they mitigate output 
variability. 

• International grid connections are being expanded even in geographically disadvantaged regions such as the UK and 
Spain. Rather, the only country in Northeast Asia not currently taking a proactive stance toward international grid 
connections is Japan, and we should acknowledge this fact with a sense of crisis. 

• Concerns over energy security, can essentially be ignored by Japan. When electricity is exported and imported in limited 
amounts on the assumption of sufficient supply capacity domestically, the effects of exports being suspended by another 
country on political grounds is nearly nil and so the benefits to that country, too, are non-existent.

2)  Recommendations for realizing international grid connections
1. The Japanese government should begin full-fledged, concrete discussions on international grid connections with the 

governments of neighboring countries, such as South Korea, Russia and China. 
2. The Japanese government should reconsider the nature of energy security going forward based on large-scale 

deployment of renewable energy and position International Grid Connection within this conception. 
3. The Japanese government and OCCTO should formulate a long-term master plan related to its domestic and international 

transmission grid with targets set for 2050. 
4. Domestic power system reforms should be accelerated to the level of Europe by expanding cross-regional 

interconnectors, enhancing intra-regional transmission lines, creating inter-regional transmission companies, streamlining 
operating rules (a grid problem) and modernizing the electricity market.

With renewable energy expanding globally, the day is coming when it will no longer be necessary to assume that fossil fuels 
will be exported and imported unidirectionally. Japan, whose energy self-sufficiency is especially low, needs to actively 
respond to this by means of interconnectors. The fact that China and South Korea are actively pursuing International Grid 
Connection despite international relations in Northeast Asia not necessarily changing for the better can be considered in this 
same context. With the international situation in Northeast Asia changing significantly, now is the time for the Japanese 
government to move from consideration to action.
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